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Every 248 years the dwarf planet Pluto slides inside Neptune’s orbit and spends 20 years closer to the sun
than the blue ice giant. Since the birth of Christ, these ‘interior’ periods have preceded eras of great
turbulence and revolution. The most recent interior just ended. James Smith is an ambitious government
contractor working on a top-secret national surveillance project. When a conspiracy-minded blogger sends
him a cryptic email (“Tell me about Pluto”), James and his friend & co-worker Ethan Scott begin an
investigation that eventually connects a radical theory of key historical events to their company’s CEO Jack
Gordon--the CEO who’s just unexpectedly promoted James to the leadership team of the ever-expanding
surveillance project. Soon Ethan disappears and then the country is attacked, and James’s world begins to
resemble one dystopia after another--just as predicted by the Pluto theory and the Gordon family’s literary
acquaintances. As the newest revolution begins, the search for Pluto takes James from D.C. to London and
deep into history to find the real story, his own story, and the key to the future of the world. FUTURE
PERFECT is a story for our uncertain times: a philosophical meta-dystopian riff on cause & effect, past &
future, individual & society, and truth vs. fiction. Change the story, change the world.
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From reader reviews:

Lewis Dall:

The book Future Perfect can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything
you want. Why then must we leave a very important thing like a book Future Perfect? A number of you have
a different opinion about reserve. But one aim which book can give many information for us. It is absolutely
suitable. Right now, try to closer together with your book. Knowledge or facts that you take for that, you
could give for each other; you may share all of these. Book Future Perfect has simple shape but you know: it
has great and big function for you. You can appear the enormous world by open up and read a publication.
So it is very wonderful.

Shannon Thompson:

Can you one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Try and pick
one book that you find out the inside because don't judge book by its protect may doesn't work is difficult job
because you are frightened that the inside maybe not while fantastic as in the outside look likes. Maybe you
answer can be Future Perfect why because the great cover that make you consider concerning the content
will not disappoint an individual. The inside or content is usually fantastic as the outside or perhaps cover.
Your reading sixth sense will directly assist you to pick up this book.

Kathy Fredette:

Many people spending their period by playing outside using friends, fun activity having family or just
watching TV the entire day. You can have new activity to spend your whole day by examining a book. Ugh,
you think reading a book can actually hard because you have to use the book everywhere? It fine you can
have the e-book, getting everywhere you want in your Smart phone. Like Future Perfect which is finding the
e-book version. So , try out this book? Let's notice.

Randall Wilmes:

As we know that book is significant thing to add our information for everything. By a e-book we can know
everything we would like. A book is a list of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every year
seemed to be exactly added. This book Future Perfect was filled about science. Spend your time to add your
knowledge about your research competence. Some people has various feel when they reading a new book. If
you know how big selling point of a book, you can truly feel enjoy to read a e-book. In the modern era like
right now, many ways to get book you wanted.
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